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Abstract

Data mining on large relational databases has
gained popularity and its significance is well rec-
ognized. However, the performance of SQL
based data mining is known to fall behind spe-
cialized implementation since the prohibitive na-
ture of the cost associated with extracting knowl-
edge, as well as the lack of suitable declara-
tive query language support. We investigate ap-
proaches based on SQL for the problem of find-
ing frequent patterns from a transaction table, in-
cluding an algorithm that we recently proposed,
called Propad (PROjection PAttern Discovery).
Propad fundamentally differs from an Apriori-
like candidate set generation-and-test approach.
This approach successively projects the transac-
tion table into frequent itemsets to avoid mak-
ing multiple passes over the large original trans-
action table and generating a huge sets of can-
didates. We have made performance evaluation
on DBMS (IBM DB2 UDB EEE V8) and com-
pared the performance results with K-Way join
approach proposed in[Sarawagiet al., 1998] and
SQL based FP-tree approach proposed in[Shang
et al., 2004]. The experimental results show that
our algorithm can get efficient performance.

1 Introduction
Mining frequent pattern in transaction databases has been
studied popularly in data mining research. Most of the
algorithms used today typically employ sophisticated in-
memory data structures, where the data is stored into and
retrieved from flat files. The integration of data mining with
database systems is an emergent trend in database research
and development area. This is particularly driven by explo-
sion of the data amount stored in databases such as Data
Warehouses during recent years, and database systems pro-
vide powerful mechanisms for accessing, filtering, and in-
dexing data, as well as SQL parallelization. In addition,
SQL-aware data mining systems have ability to support ad-
hoc mining, ie. allowing to mine arbitrary query results
from multiple abstract layers of database systems or Data
Warehouses.

However, from the performance perspective, data min-
ing algorithms that are implemented with the help of SQL
are usually considered inferior to algorithms that process
data outside the database systems. One of the important
reasons is that offline algorithms employ sophisticated in-
memory data structures and try to reduce the scan of data

as few times as possible while SQL-based algorithms ei-
ther require several scans over the data or require many
and complex joins between the input tables. This fact mo-
tivated us to develop a new SQL-based algorithm which
avoids making multiple passes over the large original input
table and complex joins between the tables.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we briefly discuss frequent pattern mining algo-
rithms that employ SQL queries. Propad algorithm is ex-
plained in section 3. Section 4 presents several experiments
that assess the performance of the algorithms based on syn-
thetic datasets. We conclude the paper in section 5 and give
a brief outlook on future work.

2 Frequent Pattern Mining with SQL

2.1 The Problem of Frequent Pattern Mining

The frequent Pattern mining problem can be formally de-
fined as follows. LetI = {i1, i2, ..., im} be a set of items,
andDB be a transaction database, where each transaction
T is a set of items andT ⊆ I. An unique identifer, called
TID, is assigned with each transaction. A transactionT
contains a patternP , a set of items inI, if P ⊆ T . The
support of a patternP is the number of transactions con-
taining P in DB. We say thatP is a frequent pattern if
P ’s support is not less than a predefined minimum support
thresholdξ.

Most of the previous studies adopt an Apriori-like
candidate set generation-and-test approach[Agarwal and
Srikant, 1994; Meoet al., 1996; Parket al., 1995], which is
based on an anti-monotone Apriori heuristic: if any length
k pattern is not frequent in the database, its super-pattern
of length (k + 1) can never be frequent. The above Apriori
heuristic achieves good performance gain by reducing sig-
nificantly the size of candidate sets. However, in situations
with prolific frequent patterns, long patterns, or quite low
minimum support thresholds, this kind of algorithm may
still suffer from the following two nontrivial costs:

• It is costly to handle a huge number of candidate sets.

• It is tedious to repeatedly scan the database and check
a large set of candidates by pattern matching, which is
especially true for mining long patterns.

Recently, an FP-tree based frequent pattern mining
method[Hanet al., 2000], called FP-growth, developed by
Han et al. achieves high efficiency, compared with Apriori-
like approach. The FP-growth method adopts the divide-
and-conquer strategy, uses only two full I/O scans of the
database, and avoids iterative candidate generation. It first
builds up a compressed data structure, FP-tree, to hold the



insert intoCk selectI1.item1, . . . , I1.itemk−1,
I2.itemk−1

from Fk−1I1, Fk−1I2

where I1.item1 = I2.item1 and
...

I1.itemk−2 = I2.itemk−2 and
I1.itemk−1 < I2.itemk−1

Figure 1: Candidate generation phase in SQL-92

entire database in memory and then recursively builds con-
ditional FP-tree to mine frequent patterns. A new data
structure P-tree[Huanget al., 2002], Pattern Tree, and a
new technique, which can get the P-tree through only one
scan of the database, proposed by Huang et al. can obtain
the corresponding FP-tree with a specified support thresh-
old. Updating a P-tree with new data needs one scan of
the new data only, and the existing data do not need to be
re-scanned.

2.2 Frequent Pattern Mining Based on SQL

Before data can be mined with SQL, it has to be made
available as relational tables. Transaction data, as the in-
put, is transformed into the first normal form tableT with
two column attributes: transaction identifier (tid) and item
identifier (item). For a giventid, typically there are multi-
ple rows in the transaction table corresponding to different
items in the transaction. The number of items per trans-
action is variable and unknown during table creation time.
The support counters of frequent items can be kept in a sep-
arate tableF (item, count).

Almost all frequent pattern mining algorithms with SQL
consist of a sequence of steps proceeding in a bottom-up
manner. The result of thekth step is the set of frequent
itemsets, denoted asFk. The first step computes frequent
1-itemsetsF1. The candidate generation phase computes
a set of potential frequent k-itemsetsCk from Fk−1. The
support counting phase filters out those itemsets fromCk

that appear more frequently in the given set of transactions
than the minimum support and stores them inFk. Most of
these algorithms use the same statement for generating can-
didate itemsets and differ in the statements used for support
counting. The statement creates a new candidate k-itemsets
by exploiting the fact that all of itsk subsets of sizek − 1
have to be frequent. The statement for generatingCk from
Fk−1 in SQL-92, as shown in Figure 1. A well known ap-
proach for support counting presented in[Sarawagiet al.,
1998], called K-Way joins, usesk instances of the transac-
tion table and joins itk times with itself and with a single
instance ofCk. The statement of K-Way joins is illustrated
in Figure 2.

3 Algorithm for Propad

The bottleneck of the Apriori-like method is the candi-
date set generation and test[Han et al., 2000]. If one
can avoid generating a huge set of candidates, the mining
performance can be substantially improved. In addition,
the search technique employed in Apriori-like approach is
a bottom-up generation of frequent itemset combinations.
The search cost is high especially for mining long patterns.
If one may transform the problems of finding long pattern
to looking for shorter ones can be dramatically reduce the
search cost.

insert intoFk selectitem1, . . . , itemk, count(*)
from Ck, T t1, . . . T tk
where t1.item =Ck.item1 and

...
tk.item =Ck.itemk and
t1.tid = t2.tid and

...
tk − 1.tid = tk.tid

group by item1, item2 . . . itemk

having count(*)≥ minsupp

Figure 2: Support counting by K-Way join

TID Transaction FrequentItems
1 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16 1, 3, 6, 13, 16
2 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 13, 15 1, 2, 3, 6, 13
3 2, 6, 8, 10, 15 2, 6
4 2, 3, 11, 16, 19 2, 3, 16
5 1, 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 16 1, 3, 6, 13, 16

Table 1: A transaction database andξ = 3

The FP-growth method achieves an efficient perfor-
mance compared with Apriori-like approach. But due to its
complex representation and expensive and exhaustive com-
putational process, the algorithm is not scalable to sparse
and very large databases.

Frequent item sets can be represented as a tree that is
not necessarily materialized. The mining process can be
regarded as a process of frequent item set tree construction.
Let us give an example with five transactions and support
threshold is set to3 in Table 1. Figure 3 represents the
frequent item set tree for given example.

We can observe that:

• X and Y are frequent and X is an ancestor of Y, then
all patterns between X and Y are frequent.

• To find a child patternXy of X, only frequent items
that co-occure withX is needed.

After some careful analysis, we proposed a SQL-based
algorithm, called PROjection PAttern Discovery, or Propad
for short. Like the FP-growth method it adopts the divide-
and-conquer strategy and successively transforms the origi-
nal transaction table into a set of frequent item-related pro-
jected tables. Then we separately mine each one of the
tables as soon as they are built.

Before the new algorithm is given, let us define the pro-
jected transaction table:

Definition A frequent itemi-related projected transaction
table, is denoted asPT i, that collects all frequent items
(larger thani) in the transactions containingi.

For frequent item1 in T , its projected transaction table
PT 1 is in Figure 4 (f), which has two column attributes:
transaction identifier (tid), item identifier (item).

In order to avoid repetitiousness and to ensure each fre-
quent item is projected to at most one projected table, we
suppose items in alphabetical order. The mining process
can be regarded as a process of frequent pattern growth,
which is facilitated by projecting transaction tables in a
top-down fashion. In our approach, we are trying to find
all frequent patterns with the respect to one frequent item,
which is the base item of the tested projected table. For



Figure 3: A frequent item set tree

each frequent itemi we traverse the transaction table to
find all frequent items that occur withi. All items that
are locally frequent withi will participate in building thei
projected table. In Comparison with Apriori, our approach
dramatically prunes the candidate-2 itemsets. In Apriori
approach we need to generate 15 candidate-2 itemset which
are {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 6}, {1, 13}, {1, 16}, {2, 3}, {2,
6}, {2, 13}, {2, 16}, {3, 6}, {3, 13}, {3, 16}, {6, 13}, {6,
16}, {13, 16}}, using our approach we have only 7 pat-
terns to test which are{{1, 3}, {1, 6}, {1, 13}, {3, 6}, {3,
13}, {3, 16}, {6, 13}}.

The whole process is as follows: At the first level we
simply gather the count of each item and items that sat-
isfy the minimum support are inserted into the transformed
transaction tableTF that has the same schema as trans-
action tableT . It means that only frequent-1 items are
included in the tableTF ; At the second level, for each
frequent-1 itemi in the tableTF we construct its respec-
tive projected transaction tablePT i. This is done by
two phases. The first step finds all frequent items that
co-occur withi and are larger thani from TF . The sec-
ond step finds the local frequent items. Only those lo-
cal frequent items are collected into thePT i. Frequent-
1 items are regarded as the prefixes, frequent-2 patterns
are gained by simply combining the prefixes and their lo-
cal frequent itemsets. For instance, we get the frequent-1
items{1, 2, 3, 6, 13} and their respective projected transac-
tion tablesPT 1, PT 2, PT 3, PT 6, PT 13. For the
tablePT 1, its local frequent item are{3, 6, 13}, frequent-
2 patterns are{{1,3}, {1,6}, {1,13}}. At the next level,
for each frequent itemj in the projected transaction table
PT i we recursively construct its projected transaction ta-
blePT i j and gain its local frequent items. One projected
transaction table is filtered if each transaction in the table
only maintains items that contribute to the further construc-
tion of descendants.

Let us revisit the mining problem in Table 1. Figure 4
illustrates the basic idea by an example.

Basically, the projecting process can be facilitated ei-
ther by breadth first approach or by depth first approach.
In breadth first approach, each frequent item has its cor-

insert intoTEMP (id, item)
selectt1.id, t1.item
from PTk−1 t1, PTk−1 t2
wheret1.id = t2.tid and

t2.item = i and
t1.item > i

insert intoF (item, count)
selectitem, count(*) fromTEMP
group byitem

insert intoPT k
selectt.id, t.item from TEMP as t,F
wheret.item = F.item
having count(*)≥ minsupp

Figure 5: PT generation in SQL

responding projected transaction table and local frequent
itemsets table at levelk. That is,n projected tables need
to be generated if we haven frequent itemsets at levelk.
It is obviously unpracticable because too many temporary
tables have to be held especially for dense database and for
low support threshold.

Avoiding creating and dropping cost of some temporary
tables, we use depth first approach. In fact, temporary pro-
jected tablesTEMP and frequent itemsets tablesF are
only required in the constructing projection tablesPT , in
which local infrequent items are excluded. ThePT tables
of all frequent items are not constructed together. EachPT
table is built, mined, then cleared before the nextPT table
is built. The mining process is done for eachPT table inde-
pendently with the purpose of finding all frequent k-itemset
patterns in which the item at the level k-1 participates. In
that case, we only use onePT table at the each level. The
number ofPT tables is the same magnitude as the length of
maximum frequent pattern. The SQL queries used to cre-
ate the frequent itemsets table and the projected transaction
table are illustrated in Figure 5.

Now we summarize the algorithm PROjection PAttern



Tid Item
1 1
1 3
1 4
1 6
1 7
1 9
1 13
1 16

. . . . . .
(a) T

Item Count
1 3
2 3
3 4
6 4
13 3
16 3

(b) F

Tid Item
1 1
1 3
1 6
1 13
1 16

. . . . . .
(c) TF

Tid Item
1 3
1 6
1 13
1 16
2 2
2 3
2 6
2 13
5 3
5 6
5 13
5 16
(d) TEMP

Item Count
3 3
6 3
13 3

(e) F

Tid Item
1 3
1 6
1 13
2 3
2 6
2 13
5 3
5 6
5 13

(f) PT 1

. . .
Tid Item
5 16
(g) TEMP

Tid Item
1 6
1 13
2 6
2 13
5 6
5 13
(h) TEMP

Item Count
6 3
13 3

(i) F

Tid Item
1 6
1 13
2 6
2 13
5 6
5 13
(j) PT 1 3

Tid Item
1 13
2 13
5 13
(k) TEMP

. . .

Tid Item
1 13
2 13
5 13
(l) TEMP

Figure 4: Construct frequent items by successively projecting the transaction tableT . TF collects frequent items inT . For
each distinct frequent item inTF , we construct it’s projected transaction table. For instance,PT 1 in (f) is the projected
transaction table of frequent item set1. The frequent item sets ofTEMP in (d) with respect to1 are3, 6, 13 which are
stored inF in (e). That means3, 6, 13 co-occur with1, then the frequent 2-itemsets include{1 3}, {1 6}, {1 13}. We
constructPT 1 3 in (j) by projecting the first frequent item set3 into PT 1 in (f). The frequent item sets ofTEMP in
(h) with respect to{1 3} are6, 13. The itemsets{1 3 6} and{1 3 13} are included in the frequent 3-itemsets. We construct
TEMP in (l) and finally filter it out due to only one frequent item in it. The item set{1 3 6 13} is contained in the frequent
4-itemsets.



Algorithm 1 (Propad)
Input: a transaction tableT and a minimum support thresholdξ
Output: a frequent pattern tablePAT
begin

pass num := 0;
prefix := null;
get the transformed transaction tableTF by removing infrequent items
from T ;
insert the frequent items intoPAT ;
create projection tablePT ;
for each distinct frequent itemi in TF

construct projection tablePT for i;
prefix := i;
call findFP(prefix, 1);

end

findFP(prefix, k)
begin

if PTk has frequent items
combineprefix with frequent item sets and insert them intoPAT ;

if PTk is not be filtered
if k + 1 > pass num

create tablePTk+1;
pass num = k + 1;

else clear tablePTk+1;
constructPTk+1 by removing infrequent items from
TEMP ;
for each distinct frequent itemj in PTk+1

construct projection tablePT for j;
prefix := prefix + j;
findFP (prefix, k + 1);

end

Figure 6: Algorithm for Propad



Discovery, abbreviated as Propad, as listed in Figure 6.
Our method of Propad has the following merits:

• Avoids repeatedly scan the transaction table, only
need one scan to generate transformed transaction ta-
ble.

• Avoids complex joins between candidate itemsets ta-
bles and transaction tables, replacing by simple joins
between smaller projected transaction tables and fre-
quent itemsets tables.

• Avoids the cost of materializing frequent itemsets tree
tables.

The experimental study shows that algorithm based on
this method is much more efficient than K-Way join based
on Apriori-like especially on dense and very large data sets.

3.1 Further Optimization
Further optimization can be explored on a specialPT , in
which all frequent items occur in the same transaction. In
that case, the set of frequent patterns is generated by enu-
meration of all the combinations of the distinct items in
PT with prefix. Let us examine an example. Figure 4(f) is
aPT that consists of three different items{3, 6, 13}, which
occur in the same transactions{1, 2, 5}. Then the frequent
itemsets are{1 3, 1 3 6, 1 3 6 13, 1 3 13, 1 6 13, 1 6, 1
13}. Such an optimization is especially useful at mining
long frequent patterns.

3.2 Propad Algorithm with Apriori Candidate
Generation

Real databases are skew, which cannot be simply classified
as purely dense or purely sparse. In Propad approach for
a sparse dataset, the process of recursively constructing the
projected transaction tables would be cost-consuming. In
this subsection, we discuss a hybrid approach to deal with
both sparse and dense databases.

We can observe that the number of transactions that sup-
port lengthk itemsets decreases sharply whenk is greater
than2. Therefore, we can employ Propad firstly to reduce
transactions. Suppose Propad stops at level2, and then we
use K-Way join to continue mining till the end. We can see
that the hybrid approach is sensitive to level k. The algo-
rithm of hybrid is as follows:

Algorithm 2 (Hybrid)
Input: a transaction tableT , a minimum support

thresholdξ and levelk
Output: a frequent pattern tablePAT
begin

generate frequent-1 itemset table;
build frequent-k patterns with Propad approach;
generate tableCk;
build other frequent patterns with K-Way join;

end

4 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm Propad, we have
done extensive experiments on various kinds of datasets
with different features by comparing with K-Way join ap-
proach and a SQL based algorithm with FP-growth pro-
posed in[Shanget al., 2004], which stores the FP-tree or
conditional FP-tree in a series of relation tables that have
the schema (item, count, path). Each field in these tables
respectively represents item identifier, the number of trans-
actions that contain this item in a sub-path, and the prefix

of the item. Finding frequent pattern is to recursively con-
struct conditionalFP tables.

4.1 Datasets
We use synthetic transaction data generation with program
described in Apriori algorithm paper[Agarwal and Shim,
1996] for experiments. The nomenclature of these data sets
is of the form TxxIyyDzzzK. Where xx denotes the aver-
age number of items present per transaction. yy denotes
the average support of each item in the data set and zzzK
denotes the total number of transactions in K (1000’s). We
report experimental results on four data sets, they are re-
spectively T5I5D10K, T25I10D10K, T25I20D100K that
are relatively dense, T10I4D100K that is very sparse. (Here
we have chosen the dataset T10I4D10K, because for this
dataset, the experiment runs for 9 passes and we want to
see how these approaches perform when mining long pat-
tern.)

4.2 Performance Comparison
In this subsection, we describe our algorithm performance
compared with K-Way join and FP-growth based on SQL.
Our experiment were performed on DBMS IBM DB2 EEE
V8. The performance measure was the execution time of
the algorithm on the datasets with different support thresh-
old.

Figures 7 (a) through (d) show the total time taken by
the five approaches on the four data sets respectively: K-
Way join, SQL-based FP, Propad, PropadO (Optimized
Propad), and a hybrid from K-Way join and Propad. From
the graph we can make the following observation: Propad
, PropadO, and SQL-based FP has the better performance
than K-Way join in large data sets or low minimum support
threshold. This is because as the support threshold goes
down, the number as well as the length of frequent itemsets
increase dramatically. Candidate itemsets that Apriori-like
must handle becomes extremely large, joining the candi-
date itemsets with transaction tables becomes very expen-
sive.

Propad approach can get competitive performance out
of SQL-based FP implementation. An important reason for
superior performance of Propad over SQL-based FP is that
it avoids materializing tableFP and CFP (conditional
FP), that is the main time-consuming part of the algorithm.

We expect significant performance improvement with
optimization of Propad, however to judge if all frequent
items occur in the same transaction or not still requires
time. That’s why PropadO approaches are inferior to
Propad in some situations.

The hybrid approach from Propad and K-Way join can
get efficient performance on sparse datasets when the value
of level k is well selected. (Here level 2 is selected in our
experiments).

5 Related Work
Recently researchers have started to focus on issues to inte-
grating mining with databases. There have been language
proposals to extend SQL to support mining operators. The
Data Mining Query Language DMQL[Han et al., 1996]
proposed a collection of such operators for classification
rules, characteristics rule, association rules, etc. The Mine
Rule operator[Houtsma and Swami, 1995] was proposed
for a generalized version of the association rule discover
problem.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Comparison of five approaches. In (b), for K-Way join approach with the support value of 0.2% , in (c), with the
support value of 0.3% and 0.2%, and in (d), with the support threshold that are lesser than 0.1%, the running times were so
large that we had to abort the runs in many cases.

The first SQL-based approach is SETM algorithm
[Houtsma and Swami, 1995] described in the literature.
Subsequent work suggested improvements of SETM[Pra-
mudionoet al., 1999; Yoshizawaet al., 2000] by the uti-
lization of SQL query customization and database tuning.
The results have shown that SETM does not perform well
on large datasets. There are some new approaches pro-
posed to mine frequent patterns[Sarawagiet al., 1998;
Thomas and Chakravarthy, 1999], for example K-Way
Joins, Three-Way Joins, Subquery-based, and Two group-
bys. These new algorithms are on the base of Apriori-
like approach. They use the same statement for generat-
ing candidate k-itemsets and differ only in the statements
used for support counting.The authors report that K-Way
join approach is the best algorithm overall compared to
the other approaches based on SQL-92 in most situations.
[Sarawagiet al., 1998] also use object-relational extensions
in SQL like UDFs, BLOBs, Table function etc. to improve
performance. As a byproduct of this study,[Sarawagiet
al., 1998] identify some primitives for native support in
database system for data mining applications.[Rantzau,
2003] employed set containment join or set containment
division operators, which are not yet available in commer-
cial database systems, to process frequent pattern mining
queries. Some SQL database primitives[Sattler and Dune-
mann, 2001] proposed for decision tree classifiers.

6 Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an efficient SQL based algorithm
to mine frequent itemsets from databases. Rather than
Apriori-like method it adopts the divide-and-conquer strat-
egy and projects the transaction table into a set of frequent

item-related projected tables. Experimental study shows
that our Propad algorithm can get higher performance than
K-Way join based on Apriori-like on all data sets. We
next implement a hybrid approach from Propad and K-Way
join, that can achieve the efficiency and scalability when
the value of level k is well selected.

There remain lots of further investigations. We plan
to implement our SQL based frequent pattern mining ap-
proach on parallel RDBMS, and to check how efficiently
our approach can be parallelized and speeded up using par-
allel database system. We try to find the best cutting level
for combination of Propad and Apriori to make our ap-
proach more efficient on both sparse and dense datasets at
all levels of support threshold.
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